Selectors:
*  
element  
.class  
#id  
div p  
div > p  
div + p  
div ~ p  
p[att="val"]

Pseudo-classes:
:link  
:visited  
:active  
:hover  
:focus  
:lang(fr)  
:first-child

Pseudo-elements:
:before  
:after  
:first-line  
:first-letter  
::selection

Specifity:
Compute specificity:
- Add 1, 0, 0, 0 if the style is _______
- Add 0, 1, 0, 0 for every _____ in the selector
- Add 0, 0, 1, 0 for every __________________________________
- Add 0, 0, 0, 1 for every __________________________________

With equal specificity, the ________ rule wins

Inheritance:
Styles given to an element also apply to ___________________________
Inherited styles have specificity ___________

Cascading:
1.
2.
3.
4.